Windward Community College Checklist Guide to Transfer

- **Explore majors**
- **Explore admissions information and know application deadlines**
- **Apply**
- **Submit non-UH System school transcripts**
  - You are required to submit transcripts from each post-secondary institution you have attended (excluding any University of Hawai‘i System institution). Unofficial, faxed, hand-carried, or student copies of academic documents will not be accepted.
- **Apply for financial aid**

After you are accepted as a student

- **Submit health clearances (TB&MMR)**
- **Learn who your counselor will be**
- **Explore degree requirements (program sheets and on STAR)**
- **Explore campus resources**
- **Explore payment and academic deadlines**
- **New student orientation**
- **Register and pay for classes**
- **Get textbooks**
- **Attend classes**
- **Get involved on campus!**